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OPINION-------...

P .S. Who are you?
For far too long, far too many .students had far too little say regarding
issues which regulated or otherwise affected them. Something had to be done.
At Pacific, these circumstances spelled the birth of ASUOP.
It was not a mystic act of God; nor was it a celebrated manumission. It
. was an equitable compromise between the administration and the associated
students to establish a forum whereby students could more efficiently and accurately represent themselves.
Sufveying a situation, delineating its deficiencies and assessing its resources is prerequisite to discovery. This is perhaps not the divine plan by which all
revelation is procured, but it is one method proven offective by the masses
through the ages.
A progressive coalition of perceptive students can accomplish much witq
these principles firm in mind. Given their administrative limitations within the
rubrics of the-institution, and given the economic shackles common to most
organizations of this nature, and given the inherent (indeed, budgeted) apathy
of its own constituents, there is still abundant potential and promise in such an
association.
But if Necessity is the mother of Invention, then Lamentation is also hers;
an ill-conceived bastard. No sooner did we get a chance to direct ou~selves
when from within came cries of foul-management.
Disgruntled constituents denounced the direction that ASUOP was
heading, and often their animosity precluded reassessment. While it is
decidedly easier to irresponsibly complain, it is astoundingly more effective to
discuss grievances through channels.
But better than either of these methods combined is it to eliminate insoliciting comments for their improvement. The responses have been apcongruities before they become catastrophies.
Well, to this end, we at the PACIFICAN have implemented the Pacifican ]Jallingly few. So few, in fact, that the series will be quite probably disconSurvey, (PS, page ten of this issue) to give you a weekly voice in the workings . tinued.
of your ASUOP. We think this idea is a good one, but also one that is not
But the effort has not been a total exercise. For if your complac~ncy in
the ranks is any indication of Keiji's success in office, then we've relatively litbeing utilized to the fullest.
Each week we address a different issue, polling students on their tle to worry about in the first place.
knowledge and familiarization with the various ASUOP programs, and
By Steve Cecil,

State Bill 2621 affects

over 1000 UOP students
BY STEVE CHAN
PACIFICAN NEWS EDITOR

More than 1000 UOP students receiving
financial aid will soon feel the effect of Bill
2621, a California State Scholarship bill recently signed into law by Governor Edmund
Brown, Jr.
About 30 percent of UOP undergraduates
on the Stockton campus (1,017 students) receive Cal Grant A which has a maximum of
$2,700 per school year. The average a.vard on
the Stockton campus is $2,639 per year. It is
anticipated that California would receive an extra 2-3 million in federal help which would per·
mit the Cal Grant A to be raised to nearly
$3,000in 1979.

Dear Editor:
I would like to know just what the heck is
going on with the Security Department on
campus at UOP. I've encountered them a few
times, and they seem to come off as a "Bunch
of Friendly Guys". Well, the other night I was
really trying to move my car after I had parked
it in front of a sorority to quickly drop off
some notes, and during my 35 second stay, I
dashed out seeing that a 'black and white' was

Editor's note: To assure that students know how their ASUOP dollars are
being ·spent, the PACIFICAN is pleased to allow ASUOP President Keiji
Doizaki this opportunity to discuss the ASUOP Legal Services program.

parked in back of me, giving me a ticket. I
jumped in my car to move n, and was told to
stop so the officer could write me up.
I just can't see the point behind this. I
wasn't obstructing anything and meant no
harm to anyone or anybody. If this is securities
new image, then what was wrong with their old
one???
Bradford D. Dwan

r

THE PACIFICAN
As President, I believe this service, even though it is not the most visible,
might be the most important.
The $1,900.00 we spend each year on this program is well worth the
money. Considering the cost of legal fees, approximately at $45/half hour, a
student need only use ASUOP Legal Service once or twice to get full benefit
out of their ASUOP fees.
The lawyer we have on a retainer is Reid Roberts, who has a private practice here in Stockton with his father.
He also assumes the responsibility as counsel to ASUOP when any legal
problem, question, or action is needed.
We are among the ten other schools in California that have this unique
and private legalcounseling for students.
If any action is to be taken by a student after consultation, there may be
extra costs which the student and lawyer agree upon between themselves.
The usual legal problems which hassle students can ordinarily be dealt
with immediately, while specific cases such as patents, incorporation, etc.,
may not be withit:t his jurisdiction.
There also will be a general seminar late this fall to explain what legal
services is and allow questions about legal careers, or any questions which
may have legal implications.
As with many of our programs, student usage and expression of helpfulness, importance, and need has substantiated its existence.
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Although no automatic increases were
specifically stated in the final version of .AB
2621, Dr. Morgan Odell, Executive Director
for the Association of Independent California
Colleges and Universities said in July '78 that
AB 2621 was amended to provide additional
funds from the federal State Student Incentive
Grant (SSIG) program.

The passage of AB 2621 was intended to
help low-income students. It is expected that
by increasing the maximum award, the number
of low-income students who would not have
been able to attend a private institution would
also increase.

"It is anticipated _that California would receive an extra 2-3 million in SSIG funds in 1979
which would permit the maximum Cal Grant A
to be raised to nearly $3,000 for incoming
freshmen," said Odell.

The passage of AB 2621 will directly affect
those students on Cal Grant A and who are
currently having problems financing their
education. Considering the maximum award
for Cal Grant A is $2,700 and tuition currently
at $4,636, the future may look brightw for

Editor's Mailbox

Keiji Doizaki
Guest Columnist

r

Suicide is the second leading
cause of death among college age
students. Before they graduate,
in fact, most stuqents will have at
least once entertained the idea of
killing themselves. The UOP
Counseling Center is equipped to
deal with such crises. page 5
With the split-second timing indicative of fine c-omedy, Rick
and Ruby unleash their madcap
stream of satiric impressions tonight in the Long Theatre at
'8:00. This is ASUOP sponsored
entertainment. page 6

A revealing interview with Head
Football Coach Chester Caddas
sheds some light on a particularly
confusing aspect of college footbaff; the red-shirting freshmen.
page11
:...._

______

If garden pests are pestering you
plants, if herbivorous bugs are
bugging your begonias, then the
Plant Doctor is writing for you
this week. Careful repelling,
coupled with a prescribed nutrient diet, can save your dying daffodils. page 18
Jack Anderson discusses senior
citizen medical insurance, a debtridden dictator, and an arislo·
cralic justice in this weeks instaffment of his Weekly Special.
pQge 18

some with the help of AB 2621.
Even so, tuition for the '79-'80 school year
has been forcasted at $5,070 per year for Stockton undergraduates, according to some estimates.
With tuition projected to rise at 8.8 percent over the next few years, the projection for
Stockton tuition in '81-'82 is set at $6,100, although these projections are estimates and not
specific figures.
This bill would require the Student Aid

. Comission, which administers various student ·
aid programs, to establish procedures for annual review of the maximum and for the
recommended adjustments to be considered in
th.e development of the Governor's budget.
The criteria for determining appropriate
adjustments for the maximum awards include
the impact of inflation, the availability of
financial aid from other sources, and any
changes in the level of support provided to
students at public colleges and universities in
California.

UC Gallery vandalized;
13 photographs missing
BY JAN EGAN
PACIFICAN ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

Thirteen pictures were stolen Monday from
the Underwater Photography exhibit presently
being shown at the University Gallery.
Gary Kleemann, director of the Universtiy
Center, said the photos were intact when the
night manager locked the- gallery Sunday
evening. Monday morning Lisa Sorenson, the
chairperson of the art committee, noticed they
were missing. The janitor opened the gallery at
9:00a.m., and at approximately 11:00 a.m.,
they w.ere discovered missing. "We are pretty
sure the photos were taken between 9 a.m. and
II a.m.," explained Kleemann.
All of the missing photographs were
hanging on the north wall of the gallery. The
wires which held the photographs were cut with_
what Kleemann thinks were wirecutters. "It
appeared to be well planned," he said. "The
theft probably took about three minutes from
the time the thief entered, to the time he left."
Of the thirteen pictures missing, eleven are
Dr. Conner Sutton's, associate professor in the
Physical 'Education Department. Sutton commented, "The pictures are insured by the
University Center policy, but the insured valuewill not account for the hours of time and
energy I've put into them."
Both Kleemann and Sutton expressed
dismay regarding the incident. 'I'm shocked
and disappointed about this" said Kleeman.
He added that "no questions will be asked if
the photos are returned."
The possibility that the pictures were taken
by a UOP student has been considered,
although Kleemann hopes that this is not the
case. "It's ridiculous for a student to steal
from the University Center, because, since the
Center is supported with student funds, the
student is essentially stealing from himself,"

said Kleemann.
UOP Security officer Bob Taylor is investigating the theft, but no leads have surfaced thus far. Contrary to the 'no questions
asked' policy of the University Center,
Security maintained that the matter of
prosecution will ultimately be decided by the
District Attorney's office if the perpetrator is
found.
According to Ms. Sorenson, this is the
second time in the history of the University
Center a theft has occurred. The first incident

was several years ago, when a wall hanging was
stolen from the Redwood Room. The hanging
was returned anonymously.
Ms. Sorenson also explained that this thefi
could result in cancellations of already booked
and future exhibits. "They {the artists) won't
want to take the risk of showing their works in
a gallery that has been robbed," she said.
To prevent the possibility of another robbery, Gary Kleemann has initiated inore
stringent precautionary measures. "I hope this
was just a fluke," he said. "But tighter
secur!tY for the. gallery y,ill be enforced."
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Ralph Saroyan

The friendly phannacist who advises students
He also conn~cts these experiences with his
responsibilities at Pacific; "I feel that in my
type of work, when you're having to relate to
these student~ what the practice is now and
what we want it to be in the future, you need to
keep in touch with the reality of it and I don't
want to lose that."
In fact, Ralph ~ees this kind of practical
involvement in ·a field as a progressive trend
which is spreading to all educators ill the
univtrsity level.

students."
'fhe general opinion across the bridge
seems to be that he does his job well and with a
lot of enjoyment. Perhaps his success is due in
part to the fact that Ralph can view his job
through the two-fold experience of having been
both student and administrator at Pacific.

After receiving his Bachelors of Science,
he practiced in t__he community and also in state
and local pharmacy associations which kept
him in touch with the pharmacy school at
Pacific and eventually helped bring him back
to UOP as Director of Student Affairs in 1970.

When he's not busy on the job, Ralph enjoys flying, gardening, tennis, skiing and has
recently been elected 'national Vice President of
Collegiate Affairs for Phi Delta Chi pharmacy
fraternity. Still interested in music, he also
plays percussion with small groups and you
might see him directing the UOP marching
band at a football game.
A brld band-leading interlude shows Ralph Saroyan doing what he does best; keeping In touch
with students

However, Ralph also feels that sometimes
what the students want is not always in their
best interests in the long run, although their
arguments may be good; "Student concerns
are often immediate concerns and you have to
Being middle man between students and point out to them that we're looking a little
administration can be a sometimes sticky farther down the road to protect the whole ball
position, but Ralph feels that he has "good game."
As spokesman for the students, Ralph
support from the administration" and that he
has a "good boss" in Dean Rowland who is definitely sees their protection as an important
very open and willing 10 listen to whatever the responsibility but also knows that "sometimes
you can't always go with the student sentiment
students have to say.

at the time because in the end result, you might
penalize them more." Most frustrating to
Ralph is that change comes so slowly.
"Students expect change faster than I expect change and I expect change faster than the
dean expects change ... you have to be patient
and learn that good change takes time."
Although he is no longer a practicing
pharmacist, Ralph feels that it's important to
keep current with new developments in his field

Considering his own experiences as a
student, Saroyan feels that we should be
careful not to let " our studies get in the way of
our educations" and take advantage of all opportunities for social and professional involvements.
His credo is "when you study, study hard
and when you play, play hard" and that a
valuable education is a well-rounded one. It' s
easy to see that Ralph practices what he
preaches and that his diversity and sincere interest in each and every student make him quite
an asset to Pacific.

World news of the week
America Novelist Awarded Nobel
The Nobel Prize for literature has been awarded to Issac Bashevis Singer of the United
States, the Swedish Academy announced. The
announcement said Mr. Singer received the
5164,775 prize for his impassioned narrative
art which, with roots in a Polish-Jewish
cultural tradition, brings human conditions to
life.

ter two months of talks between Chinese and
Vietnamese negotiators on the problem of
Vietnams alleged expulsion of ethnic Chinese
inhabitants, China broke the talks saying that
throughout the talks, the Vietnamese side had
created a series of violent incidents of expelling, abducting, arresting and even killing
Chinese nationalists at border passes and in its
capital, Hanoi.
Evidently Vietnamese officials are not
afraid of going to war with China. Vietnam
has fought many wars with China during the
past 2000 years ' and many of the country's
national heroes are remembered for their exploits against the Chinese. -

Bulgarian offers death probe aid
A Bulgarian Embassy spokesman said
BuJaaria stands ready to aid British authorities
in the investigation into the deaths of two
Bulgarian defectors working for the BBC. A
statement from Sofia, Bulgaria, said, "The
competent Bulgarian organizations are ready
to give fuU assistance to-the British authorities
for joint investigations, analysis, and
evaluation." But a British spokesman said that
so far, the British Foreign Office has received
no official offer.

Vietnam faced with fighting Ch1na

A sen; 'lr Vietnamese official has charged
that China Jeliberately hamstrung Vietnamese
Communist war efforts against the United
States, and that current Chinese threats have
forced the Hanoi government to brace for another war, this time with China itself.
•. TJtis', ssat~JVe,Jll WP. (lla~ by Nguyen Co
Thach, Vietnam's deputyforsfP.I minister. Aft
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and works two weeks every year in an actual
pharmacy to do so.

Mention the name Ralph Saroyan to most
any pharmacy student and you'll hear words
like "helpful", "friendly", "concerned" or
"energetic". With testimonials like these,
you'd ,certainly expect Ralph to be a man of
great warmth and charisma and you wouldn't
be disappointed.
As Director of Pharmacy Stude nt Affairs, Ralph's job is mainly to act as a sort of
"advocate/ombudsman who fends for the
students" and as a "liason between all the offices on the main campus that affect pharmacy

As a high school student, Ralph's interest
was mainly in music, but he "became disenchanted with the future in music education"
and when he came to Pacific as a freshman in
1959, it was to study pharmacy.

SL6l

Chinese find Rich Oilfield
China has discoverefl a rich oil field larger
than the Island of Britain in the Tsaidam
Basin in Western China, says the Hong Kong .
Communist newspaper Ta Kung Pao.
Quoting the Peking newspaper Kwang
Ming, tl e Hong Kong daily said the field in
Chinghai Province contams oil, ·natural gas,
salt,
rare
metals
and
chemicals.

Ulster Clashes Mark Anniversary
Forty-one policemen and nine soldiers
were injured in an hour long clash between
hard-line Protestants and Roman catholics, as
the opposing groups demonstrated on the lOth
!llnivt:rsary of t~e outbreak of sectarian warfare in Northern Ireland.
Northern lrelands' half million Catholics
provmce to be united with the

predominantly Catholic Irish Republic to the
south. The province's Protestant majority of
one million wants it to stay British.

Senate OK's Carter's
civil-service reform biD
The U.S. Senate gave without dissent its
approval to the civil service reform bill
President Carter has called the centerpiece of
his government reorganization effort.
The measure makes it easier for federal
managers to hire, fire, or transfer the 2.1
million government workers, and would set up
an elite corps of top officials eligible for pay
bonuses or subject to demotion based on performance. The measure now goes up to the
House, where passage is expected soon.

Mrs. Ghandi to run
for Parliament seat

Former Indian Prime Minister Indira
Ghandi, who fell from power in the 1977
national elections, announced that she will run
for Parliament in the next election, scheduled
for next month.
She suffered a crushing defeat in the northern India state of Uttar Pradtl>h in 1977, and
will be running Nov- S from the south Indian
state of Karnataka.

State.ol the UnNenity Atlclrea
McCaffrey's State of the University Address was a good idea, but unfortunately not enough of the campus community got a chance to hear it.
S?me stude~ts didn't know about it, some were too busy, while still others dectded they stmply couldn't bear the impending tide of rhetoric.
Well, if you missed the President's address, fret not. You don't need his·
you've got mine.
·
'
. ~here has been ~ lot of commotion raised about this declining enrollment·
sttuatwn. Frankly, I m not too concerned. I mean, big deal, we lost a few. It
could have been worse. Suppose tfie 128 that left were the only ones that returned! Now that would be a problem.

it .tO. say that the future of Ray-Cal is as secure as the Pacific Marine Station at
Ddhon Beach.
Which brings met'? ~nothe! point ~·ve been meaning to discuss. You see,
we had to close, the Pac1f1c Manne StatiOn at Dillion Beach. It just wasn't as
much fun as we~ hoped it would be;- crummy surf, rocky beaches, foggy afternoons, astronomtcal mo-ped rental rates . . .

Back to ou_r m~n c~mpus,_ we believe that the social life at Pacific is the
very heart of thts umvers1ty. It 1s an extreme pleasure then for us to announce that all three ~ouses in Fraternity Circle have mad; excelient efforts to furPerhaps it's just as well that some of our prospective returnees opted to ther promote ~hts goal_. If all go_es according to plan, by mid-November we
terminate their education here at Pacific. From a purely pragmatic point of should be havmg parties every mght, a substantial increase over the present
Thursday-Saturday scheduling.
view, there wasn't any ~n-campus housing for them anyways.
~oncer~ing the.\f~P Security, we have had reports from various sources
_ . The Event.Center IS a topic of concern for many faculty, students, and ad- all<:d~mg thetr acqmsttwn of a new patrol car. While this addition has been
officially confi_rmed, I'll believe it when I see them both parked tegether. If it
mmlstra~ors ~hke, and I am pleased to report that planning on the project is
progressmg mcely. Never mmd the fact that there are no lights on the tennis turns out they mdeed do h~ve another car, I ~uess that means they'll be able to
courts, or enough flags to play two intramural football games at the same catch speeders and othe~ v1olent offenders twtce as fast, huh?
As you can see, al11s. well. Through diligent reassessment we have met the
time. Never mind the fact that the cheerleading loud-speakers in the stadium
have an audio clarity range.of roughly eight feet. Pretty soon we'll have a real- challenge of the progressive student community, creating new programs when
needed and phasmg out old programs when possible.
life Events Center, and very little else will matter.
'
. But' of a~l the eleme~ts which we believe are important to our UniverThe future of the Raymond-Callison program is another timely issue that
warrants comment. Please do not feel threatened by the reactivation of the Sity-~cademlc programnung, en~ollmen_t, financial viability-there is nothing
mor~ Important t.h~n ~hat qua~ty wh1ch has been the University's most
Cluster College Committee, they are just looking things over.
precious char~cten~ttc smce Pactfic ":as ~ounded 127 years ago; specifically,
Also do not feel threatened by the maintenance man who will be taking the close ~elat10~sh1p that st~dents R\at~tam with the UOP gardeners.
the br~ss lett~rs _off of your walls sometime this next week, or by the movers
. I behe':e t~s t~ be ~ v1abl~ functwn of ll:Il academic institution and will
who Will be p1ckmg up your desks and chairs soon thereafter. In short, suffice stnve to mamtam th1s umque alhance as we bmld towards a Greater Pacific.

"HOW DO YOU 17 1~EL ABOIJ'I, PROPOSITION 5P"

Senator urges harder
toward Arabs

Frank Church, soon to be chairman of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee, is urging
President Carter to take a harder line toward
several Arabian countries .
In a speech delivered to a Jewish group,
Church said the U.S. should cut its 590 million
in aid to Syria if the Syrians reject secure and
recognized borders for Israel and refuse to
withdraw their troops from Lebanon.
The Senator declared that U.S. assistance
to Jordan should be cut, too, if Jordan refused
to join the peace process and that if Saudi Arabia undercuts that process through "benign indifference," the U.S. should make it clear to
the Saudis that it is an American security umbrella that shields them from outside threats.

Mayor denies looting at air crash site

San Diego mayor Pete Wilson denied
reports that appeared in national news
magazines as well as major newspapers that
there was looting during the aftermath of the
disastrous collision of a PSA Boeing 727 and a
light plane over the city last week .
"There is no evidence whatever to substantiate the rumor that there was any looting
at all," the mayor said. Tlte Mayor gave the
breakdown of the arrests made at the scene - a
total of 43, of which 3 were for removing parts
of the aircraft, 2 were for drunk and disorderly
conduct, and the re't were offenses related to
failure to disperse.

Debbi Pertel (Fr., COP): Good idea- but it would cost a lot of
money. Taxpayers would have to put out alot of money to
build separate rooms and stuff like that. In the long run, I
•
don 't think it would be worth it.

Josephine Shipway (student): "I feel for the rights of individuals, but I don't like to be around smoke. In England, people
smoke in the cinema theaters and choke you out. In the U.S.,
they don't. Obviously, as a non-sm<Jker, I like it that way.

Kathy Perez (Jr., Conservatory of Music): "It's a good idea, but
many of my friends smoke. If you pay a lot of money to go
somewhere, you should be able to smoke. As far as cancer
goes. non-smokers are more susceptible to getting it if t! ey 'rearound smoke. All in all, it would be best if it passed.

Anne Helene Torp (Graduate student): "I can understand it
but I think it's very bad. It's going to split people up, cause a~
artificial division. People who go to a restaurant should expect
to be around smoke, or elso they should go somewhere else. I'm
from No~ay, and l can't understand why there's such a big
proposahon made around smoking when there's so many other
important matters, such as National Health.

Kevin Bennett (Coordinator of Cooperative Education.: For
economic reasons, because of all the advn-trising, I think it will
hurt the public. I am more curious to su it implemented a'ld
then to see how the results would work. l do think steps n ~ed to ·
be taken. I am a non-smoker."

Kris Kline (Fr., COP): "[think it's a dumb proposition. It's
another nit-picky thing. Smoking is a trivial problem next to
all the other issues we 1hould be concentrating on. If you
smoke, just keep it In your own confiMs.

Nelson Ruiz (Sr., School of Engineering): 1 agree in one way- 1
don't smokL When I'm in a class, [don't u•ant any of my classmat<·s to smoke. But in a barbershop, a small businessman
u:ould be hurting his business to prohibit smoking.

Lori Hentzel (Jr., Elbert CoveU College): "1 guess I'm for it.
don't like smokang. I think af someone wants to smoke. he
should be considerate mough lo go outside. lm 't it just as bad
to smell it as it is to smokL It, as far as cancer goes?"
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Lori Kennedy

the Plant Doctor
IS DR. DALE McNEAL

-Guest Columnist

Feeding and repotting
In addition to watering, which I discussed
last week, there are two other facets qf plant
care that need to be considered; feeding and
repotting.
Periodic feeding with a high nitrogen fertilizer will encourage growth in most
houseplants and help keep them looking
healthy. All fertilizers will have the percentages of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium
prominently displayed on their label as three
numbers. For example, if the label reads 10nitrogen, lO'!o phosphorus and lOOfo potassium
·~
in that order.
!"figh rutrogen fertilizers stimulate the
growth of vegetative parts of the plant, leaves,
stems, etc. Most of us grow houseplants for
their foliage rather than flowers and hence thehigh nitrogen fertilizers are desirable.
If you want a houseplant to flower, then it
is necessary to stop using high nitrogen fertilizers about 2-3 months before flowering time
as nitrogen inhibits flower production. In a
case of this type you want to use a 0-10-10 fertilizer.
Generally I find the easiest fertilizers to
use are some of the new "time-release" types.
You simply spread the dry pellets on the soil
and they dissolve slowly over a period of three
months as you water This relieves you of
having to remember to fertilize your plants
every two weeks. It is also a lot less messy than
fertilizers that have to be mixed with water
before adding to the soil. Any nursery or store
selling plants carries these types of fertilizer.
As houseplants grow it becomes necessary

to repot them, this usually needs to be done
about once a year for a healthy plant. A new
plant that you have just purchased shouldn't
need to be repotted for several months.
Repotting is a simple job that requires very
little time. All you need to do the job right is a
new pot, one inch bigger in diameter than the
old one and a package of good patting soil.
Always use a pot only a little larger than the old
one, if you jump to a much larger pot you w:n
stimulate root growth at the expense of foliage
growth which is not really desirable for
houseplants. Most houseplants seem to p{efer
some crowding of their roots.
It is always a good idea to buy a commercial potting soil as these are a good combination of soil, organic material and sand
which will encourage growth and provide good
drainage. Garden soils in Stockton have too
much clay for houseplants and should never be
used as potting soils.
To repot simply invert the old plant and
tap the edge of the pot against something to
knock the root ball loose. If the roots are
wound tightly around the outside of the dirt
ball, loosen them with your fingers and then
you are ready to insert the plant into its new
pot.
It is usually a good idea to put some rocks
in the bottom of the new plant both to encourage drainage and to keep dirt from
washing out of the pot when you water. Fill
the new pot around the root ball and press it
firmly into the pot, water lightly and your plant
is set for another year.

JACK ANDERSON WITH JOE SPEAR

WEEKLY SPECIAL

The purpose of this editorial is to di~pel a
misconception that seems to prevail on this
campus. Dr. Hand in the Sept. 29th Pacifican
implied that the new majors in RaymondCallison college were not drawing new students
nor had they made the college .nore attractive
to prospective students.
This assumption is somewhat unjustified
when one looks at the facts. First, one cannot
recruit students for majors that officially do
not exist. For a program to exist it must be
passed by the Academic affairs committee then
it either goes to the Academic council to be
rubber stamped or it becomes law
automatically in 30 days.
The Human development major and the
American Studies major were both passed by
Academic Affairs Oct. 6. The Womens studies
program was not okayed until Feb. 2. The
Society and Policy major passed March 2,
1978, and our new Comparative Cullures
major was considered only last week.
Obviously having only 2 out of 5 of our
new majors and programs pass in time to
recruit new students is going to put a crimp in
our style. Unfortunately this wasn't the only
problem.
'
Last year all of the recruiting material

used by Raymond-Callison came out approximately 2 months late. In other words,
here we have a brand new program that no one
can have any way of knowing exists and the
university doesn't get our material out until
late October or early November.
When the recruiting material finally
arrived it was of such poor quality that it had
to be done over again from scratch. The
finished product arrived during Winter Term.
The point is that no one knows whether
the Ray-Call program will draw students or
not. One can hardly expect students to attend a
school they have never heard of.
One further observation is in order. The
Ray-Cal administration, the faculty, and certain students all informed the University Administration that Ray-Cal would have approximately the number of students we do indeed have this year. The Administration
ignored our enrollment projections with
Pollyannaish admonishments to "think
positive" as if will power or wishful thinking
can actually change facts.
Ol!r enrollment came as no surprise to us.
Considering the circumstances it should ha ve
been expect~d by the rest of the university.
Personally, I can't understand why it W!ISn't.

young

F.M.

CLIFFORD liA~D AN!VOU!\lCED IWS
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Medical insurance peddlers
Hustling Senior Citizens
Thousands of senior citizens are being
hustled by unscrupulous medical insurance
peddlers. The salesmen are taking advantage'
of elderly people who are caught in a health
care squeeze.
The government's Medicare program
won't meet the high costs of medical treatment
and hospitalization. So at least half of the
Americans over 65 have purchased private
supplementai policies. It is estimated that the
premiums may run as high as $1 billion every
year.
The slick-talking insurance agents have a
list of suckers. It's called a "goose" list and
contains personal details about potential
customers. We have seen a typical goose list
that was kept by a group of Texas insurance
hustlers. ·
The agents talk their way into the homes
of the lonely, old people on the list. Often, the
slaesmen conceal their purposes until they get
through the door. Sometimes, they try to make
the prospecti¥e customer believe they are from
Medicare or some other federal agency.
They offer a palicy which they claim will
provide comprehensive "gap" coverage. This
is the. difference between what Medicare will
pay and the actual health care costs. The
Federal Trade Commission told us that no such
coverage exists.
If the elderly person already has a supplemental policy, the agent tries to get him to
cancel it or purchase extra coverage. The agents rarely tell the customer that Medicare supplemental insurance carries an extre~ely high
first-year commission.
Occasionally, as much as 65 percent of the
fust year's premium may actually be paid to
the agent as commission. In some instances,
the commission may be 100 percent of the
premium.

The gullible buyer is unaware that the new
policy may deny coverage of many past
medicl\1 ailments during the first year after the
purchase. Others are never told that, in case of
overlapping insurance, they can be paid on
only one policy.
A spokesman for the health insurance industry candidly told us: "Frankly, we don't
know how many agents there are out there
committing these abuses."
Debt-Ridden Dictator: The embattled
Nicaraguan dictator, Anastasio Somoza, apparently has defeated the guerrillas who were
trying to depose him. Now he has turned to the
United States to bail him out financially.
Somoza has usually managed to get a han- ,
dout from Congress when he needed it. Our
sources say he has appealed privately to his
friends on Capitol Hill to save Nicaragua from
financial disaster.
He has blamed his adversaries for driving
the country to the edge of bankruptcy. A
paralyzing businessmen's strike has shut down
most stores in the key cities, which drastically
reduced sales.
The Somoza government depends heavily
upon sales taxes for its operating capital. The
strike has knocked down collections to a mere
10 percent of normal. The chaotic conditions
have also scared people into withdrawing their
money from Nicaraguan banks. During the
past month alone, a reponed $70 million has
been taken out of the banks and presumably
out of the country.
The fighting has also ruined some of the
cotton and coffee crops, which Nicaragua will
need to achieve economic recovery.
So
Somoza has almost nowhere else to turn for
fioancial help than the United States.
Of course, the dictator has a huge personal
stake in salvaging the Nicaraguan economy.
We have documented from State Department
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ftles that Somoza has his fingers in just about
every juicy fmancial pie in the country. In the
past, a large share of American aid to
Nicaragua has gone, directly or indirectly, into
Somoza's pockets.
Aristocratic Justice: Chief Justice Warren
Burger, who opened the Supreme Coun's new
season last week, is described by some of his
colleagues as conscientious, diligent and shy.
Others say he is petty.
He leaves imperious, written instructions
for his messenger to fill the water pitcher or
check the ink well. He often signs these daily

A'S Ot\JE OF
ll-I~IR. OWt-.1 !

instructions with the terse command: "This is
an order."
When the court is not in session, he takes
warm ginger snaps and tea, with lemon, promptly at 10 o'clock every morning. The tea is
served by Burger's manservant on an elegant
silver tray. Occasionally the Chief Justice likes
to sip a little wine. His manservant brings five
different wine glasses for Burger to choose
from.
The Chief Justice, with his white mane
and black robes, is the picture of a patrician.
He triC6 to live up to the image.
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Fonda to speak
on ~prop. -1 3'

''R ocky Horror'
has been cancelled
BY KEVIN BARTRAM
PACif'ICAN STAFF WRITER

"The Rocky Horror Picture
Show", promoted as "probably the
oddest, most off-the-wall movie ever
made by anyone, anywhere", was
slated to run October 27-29 at the
ASUOP cinema, however, it now has
been cancelled due to "uncontrollable
circumstances'', according to an
ASUOP cinema spokesman.
The movie was set to play the
usual schedule for the cinema, at 6 and
9 p.m. on Friday and Saturday (the
27th and 28th), and at 3, 6, and 9 p.m.
on Sunday, the 29th.
But according to personnel in the
aSUOP office, rental and scheduling
times for the film were altered and it
couldn't be re-scheduled into any
other slot.
Therefore, "Young
Frankenstein" will play in it's place,
and "Gone With The Wind" will be
shown on November 3-5 to replace
' 'Young Frankenstein.''
"Rocky Horror," a controversial
film, has fostered the growth of cult
followings who attend the movie
wherever it plays, often dressed in

garb resemblmg that worn by the
film's characters.
It has also set numerous attendance records at various theaters
around the country.
One theater, the J Street Cinema
in Sacramento, ran the film fa; months, playing it solely at midnight on
weekends.
The corrected ASUOP Cinema
schedule now runs as follows:

Jane Fonda, acuess and political activist,
will be speaking on "California Politics after
Jarvis-Gann." Representing the grass-roots
political organization, Campaign for
Economic Democracy, Fonda will discuss the
effects of California's PropOsition 13 on state
and local services, community services, renters,
and so.;ial programs.
She will also discuss the impact of
Proposition 13 on the upcoming state elections.
Fonda is probably best known as an actress, and a political activist. The 42-year-~ld
· wife of US Senate Candidate Tom Hayden has
appeared in such motion pictures at "Klute"
"Julia", and "Coming Home".
'
As a political activist she championed the
causes of equal rights, the American Indian
Movement, the Equal Rights Amendment
solar energy, the ecology, and most notably:
the withdrawal from the Vietnamese War.
She is a dynamic, energetic, and concerned .
person with demanding ideas. Her speaking
engagements at other colleges and universities
Political activist Jane Fonda wiD speak at 8:00
usually draw to capacity crowds, as contemp.m. on October 19th in the Conservatory
porary students seek to find a bit of the social
Auditorium.
activism which was pervasive during the sixties,
but lacking in the seventies.
The lecture is being spo~sored by the ASUOP Forum on National Priorities and will be
presented
October
19, 1078, at 8 p.m. in the evening at the Co nservat ory ·
A
d' · on Thursday,
·
.
u 1tonum.
It
IS
free
to
all
val1dated
ASVOP cardholders, however tickets must be p·ICke d up at
· · c
·
th e Umvensty enter Information Booth prior to the lecture.
. General adm_ission tickets will be make available to the Stockton community for $3.50 per
ttcket and are available at the UC Cashier's Booth and at Meadows Camera She s.

October 13-15
PATTON
October 20-22
ONE ON ONE
October 27-29
YOUNG FRANKENSTEIN
November 3-5
GONE WITH THE WIND
November 1().12
THE TURNING POINT
November 17-19
THE DEEP
December 1-3
SILVER STREAK
January S-7
SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER
January 12-14
ONE AND ONLY
January 19-21 LOOKING FOR MR. GOODBAR
January 26-28
WIZARDS
February 2-4
SLAP SHOT
February 9-11
THE GAUNTLET
February 16-18
THE GOODBYE GIRL
February 23-}5
"OH, GODI"
March 2-4
THE SENTINEL
JULIA
March 9-11
March 16-18
TAXI DRIVER
March 23-2S SMOKEY AND THE BANDIT
March J().April I
THE OMEN
April2().22
SORCERERS
April 27-29
HEROES
May 4-6
A STAR IS BORN

.
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'Executive Day Forum'
Held by Business School
BY BRAD WOO
PAClFICAN REPORTER

The School of Business and Public Administration will be presenting an "Executive
Day Forum" on October 18 at 3 p.m . in the
University Center Theatre.
"Women in Management" will be the
topic for discussion in a question-and-answer
type format by various guest speakers. Some
of the speakers to be present at the conference
include: ··
Linda Botts, President of Dresster Research Corporation, San Francisco, California;
James Cameron, Director of Personnel, Levi
Strauss Corporation, San Francisco, California; Marjorie Joshel, Vice President of Bank of
Ameri'ta, San Francisco, California; Nancy
Mitchell, Representing the International Credit
Analysis Information Terminal Company,
Sunnyvale, California.
Also Terry Murray, Certified Public Accountant and Attorney at Law, of FoleyMcintosh and Foley Attorneys at Law,
Albany, California; and Larry Olson, assistant
controller of World Airways, Oakland, International Airport.

Additional guest speakers to be at
meeting have not yet been announced.
There is no charge for admission and
event is open to all interested students. In
dition to their presentation at the meeting,
speakers will be on campus all day for
event.

STEREO CLEARANCE HOUSE
HAS LOWEST STEREO
PRIC

Pion..r SX980 Rect:l•er $384.
Technics SL330 Torn!Joble SilO. '
Aluoi CS7020 CatMna a126.
Our Free Catalog has many more deals on
major brands, even lower prices on our
monthty speetals sheet Send now and ftnd
out how to buy current &7 98 lls1 lp's for

the
the
adthe
the

liJn"JL.rE: IFOO®'C-JD<Sffifu'll!J[E~·~ ,MJ~:.; .."''J.LW (~.A:II1IE~ <r:ILIErnir:)
Wage: 32.65/hr. plus ineentive
Qualifications:
Good com~unieation skills, a~l~ to relate well with college students. Prior sales or public contact expenenu. Good handwntmg and accurate recordkeeping ability.

Duties:
Sale of student yearbook, preparing students~photographed, colleding money and making
change.
. Da~ & Hours: Ocl23-27, 8:30am-1:00 pm, 2:00 pm-5:30 pm
(ThiS potnt10n may be shared by two persons to cover aU the hours listed.)

STRESS AND THE ART OF RELAXATION
USING BIOFEEDBACK
Pacific Biofeedback Center, INC.
5635 Stratford Circle
Suite 19 begins another 5 week series
of classes
Monday, October 23, 7-9 pm
Given by Theresa Huff, R.N,,
Certified Biofeedback Educator
For information and registration call
477-8364 (1-5 pm, M-F)
Limited Enrollment

$3.69 Stereo Clearance House Oept BL43
1029 Jacoby St .. Johnstown. P•. 15902.
Phone Quotes 814-536-1611

Whenyou can't put
your feet up,
putyo11rBirkenstocks on.
(Between Sir Gauuan's and The Chest Shop)
In the new College Square

477-2955

deJ~S

UOP students to visit 9 countries

in Winter travel study program

us1.ness enro.-.--.......

49over projected estimaB
BYMICHAELK

PACifKAN REPORTER
BY KA1HI T\JRNER

PAUFICAN REPORTER

Africa. The class will be taught observational
techniques, videotaping, and the use of
parabolic microphones.

Do you long to escape the cold grey
weather of Stockton in January? Do you want
The trip, which will consist of day obto see a land tltrough the eyes of its inhabiservations and evening discussions, counts as a
tants? If so, UOP's Winter Term Study-Travel
Group IV course for biology majors.
Program may have something to offer y~u.
Hemingway's fiction will be the focal
There are nine different trips being offered
point of a study trip to Spain. Various works
this year in disciplines as diverse as sociology,
such as "Sun Also Rises", "For Whom the
biology, and English. Each class is worth four
Bell Tolls," and Irving's" Alhambra" will be;
units and requires some sort of final paper or
required reading and students will explore such
project.
locations as Pamplona, Madrid , Avila,
For the bilingual student, Elbert Covell
Toledo, and Granada to compare the fiction
College is holding seminars and workshops in
with reality.
Hermosillo, Sonora, Mexico. Students will live
In another course literature of a different
with Mexican families and teach classes id a
sort-that of Charles Dickens-will-be studied.
bilingual/bicultural setting. Intern,hips in
Students will locate in London for twenty days,
social or political fields are also available.
having classes in the morning, rambling about
For those who speak German, and those
the British Museum, the notorious Tower, and
who don't, the Modern Language Department
the Royal Academy in the afternoon, lind atof COP is offering a class focusing on urban
tending the theatre in the evening.
German culture in western Europe. Works by
Canterbury, Bath, and Rochester will be
authors such as Kafka, Doblin, and Heym will
visited, and students may travel to other counbe read and discussed, and basic situational
tries for one of the four weeks.
Genr.an will be taught by the instructor. The
Art and architecture , rather than
group will travel to Switzerland, West and East
literature, will be the focus of a visit to Greece
Germany, Austria, Czechoslovakia, and
and Italy. Class meetings will be held in
Berlin.
Athens, Corinth, Pompeii, Rome, and Venice.
Students interested in the cultural comThe class, which will serve as a general inponents of language will be able to spend two
troduction to the sculpture and art of the anweeks in Hawaii studying Chinese, Japanese,
cient work, will include various side trips in
and Polynesian customs and thought patterns
Greece.
and doing intercultural communications
In some of the classes, advance cours~
research.
work such as essays or class meetings are
Professor Harvey Williams will be taking
required. The trips range in price from $500 to
a group to Guatemala to expose them to the
$2,400 depending on air fare, room and board
blending of Indian, European, African, and
provisions, and side trips.
Asian cultures. Side trips will include the
Those students interested in arranging for
metropolitan capitol and the ancient ~uins of
a place on one of these study-travel tours, or
Quirigua and Tikal. Students will be enwould like to receive more information on a
couraged to study specific areas such as art,
particular program are invited to attend an ineducation, or history.
formal meeting on Thursday, October 19, 1978
For those who want to escape this
hemisphere altogether, the deep secrets of at 3:00 p.m. in the Raymond-Callison Common Room. Professors offering courses will
Africa's wildlife will be explored in a 24-day
be at the meeting to answer questions .
trip being conducted by Richard Tenaza.
Brochures are also available at the University
Students will photograph lions, elephants,
Center Information Booth
cheetah, impala, and other species of East
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P ACIFICAN CLASSSIFIEDS
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FEMALE Roommate ~anted ! I am""a fema1e
Recreatio n Grad. student looking for a room-

mate to share a

t~o

Most seniors have been notified of this option through the mail, but if seniors are interested in purchasing a set of studio portraits,
yet were not sent the information through the

lllftd a ride, plcax. From UOP Stockton to ,
Berkeley on Thursday, October 19
after 6 p. m. or Friday, oaober 20 in the mor~
nina. 1 will share ps expenses with the driiJtr.
Plcax, contact Erika, as soon as posslble, at
Jessie Ballantyne, Rm. 129. Phone: !M6-9074.
Thank you very much.

u.ca. at

JUNIOR Vanity basketball bqins Oct. 16th.
Those inte.resred in tryana out for the team
contact coach Dean at the athletic department.

-

Students interested in helping with the
Graduate Record are welcome. People are now
needed to help with the upcoming photo
session as photographer assistants. Minimum
wage will be paid in this position. For more information, see Cindy Aberley in the ASUOP
offices.

DUTCHERINSURAN E
auto insurance

'

~
JOSrEN'S NATIONAL COUIGE

Jlrogrt~m

Looldna for a lob?
Advancement Research has prepared an
invaluable manual titled •• How to Make a Job
lnterv1ew Pay Off For You... This eKplitit
manual g1ves step-by-step approach to resume
prepara.ion, plus hundreds or suqcslions on
hoY. to handle the most important aspect of
)·our job search-the interview.
The manual prov1des sp«ific ans¥ooers to
questions dealing .... uh saJary, ad...ancement
opportunit se), relocation. p~ycholocical
(()(Jng. mtcrv~ina t«hnique.s and much
more. In :)hort it -.ill help you to con~q ~.:onfldenct ...
)'OUr ac,amplishmrnts and ae1
the JXblllon you 'Aant ai the salary you want.
Order your COp)" 1oda)·.
Send 1~ehe dollan mel fifty t.::tnts to
Busin~ \.1anager. Pacifkaa. Campw Mail.
Thu may bt the best in\'tstment you'll e\ler
mde

mail, please contact Cindy Abe.rley at the '
ASUOP office for details.
Photographing session for all graduating
seniors are scheduled for October 24-27 in the
Gold Room, from 8:30a.m. to 5:30p.m. each
day.

I'PCSB'l

bedroom Townhouse

with: POOL, large living room, 2 bathrooms,
etc. Your share of the rent is $105.00 monthly,
plus a SSO clcanin& deposit refundable when
you move out. I am a lively and cmhusiastic
person who enjoys campin&, and other
culrures, etc. I am a senous student but 1 enjoy socializing and I spend a lot of time
organizing activities. J'd like to have a roommate who is also outgoing, and preferably a
non~smoker. tf you feel you would be interestcd please: fed free to call me at home at
4n-6692 evcnill&S & weekends or stop by the
lntramunll Office durin& my office hrs. on
Mon. IlL Wed. at 11 am . to I pm. My name: is
Tish Showen.

PLEASE all women that are interested in
p~yin& vanity basketball should try out Oct.
lf>.ZO. 3-5 p.m.ln S.C.

lito.._

Seniors planning to graduate in December
1978, June 1979, or August 1979 will have, the
opportunity to appear in the 1978-1979
Graduate Record.
Photos for the Graduate Record cost
students nothing and guarantees students a
place in the senior listing. However, seniors
who have had. their photos taken will be able to
examine a set of proofs, and purchase a set of
studio portraits if they so desire.

.

(209) 745-4186.

---a...

Escape to warm Central America for an C'l(·
Citing Mud) tour of cim:s. Indian markC1~ aud
\(ilia~~. and ~a)an rums ot T'kal and
Quirigua. SSSO 1ndudt.~ rra\el, l,ldgmg and
moc;t m~:alt;. ~HUH')' Williams, ~}(lolog)'
222 Bannutc:r, exl 2464.

Senior 'shots' for 'Record'

"

share 4-brm. 2 story farm house in Galt. 8·
acres, water pd., 87 .SO mo. ea. Pets, smokers
and panyers (within rc:a.son) o .k. CaU Susie at

"The faculty," he said, "are available to
sified courses at th1s college are like a union of
wild fluctuation because of the broad nature of
both enrolled and prospective students all year
the advantages of private and public school in
the degree offered in this college and also that
long for assistance or inquiry. We have
some aspects, which seems to offset the disadsimilar growth will continue for two to three
basically young and bright faculty who arc con- vantages (fgr example the tuilion) which all
more years reaching about 500 students, then
cerned about each student. Moreover, we do
seem to be an inherent part of VOP.
stabilize. Of course this kind of growth will
our best to form and to maintain strong ties
But these characters do attract and retain
be accompanied by enhancement of the
with our students."
students. This year many of the transfer
educational resources for the students.
On the other hand , because any degree in
students, constituting 40 percent of all the
But he has not completely forgotten the
business or public administration is a very
newcomers, were from larger state systems,
possibility of any drop in enrollment.
broad degree in itself, the students are required
possibly searching for more personal atteniion
"If enrollment went down in some
to take 50 percent to 60 percent of their courses
and better education.
ways," said he, "it might be a blessing. We are
outside the School of Business and Public AdBut for the School of Business and Public
really working hard because we have too many
ministration leading to the formation of the
Administration as any other school the
students. If our enrollment went down by 100
students with more flexible and adaptable
decrease in the number of potential freshmen
students we'd still not have Joo many faculty or
education, while courses in their major are
in the future seems to be inevitable, to which
places to cut. Really, if something happens
professional education.
Kline is optimistic.
next year, it would be no problem. "
The nature of the faculty and the diverHe believes that there would not be any
"But we will plan for the time."

jaunts for the
tour
a cultural pub-crawl with Cedrik Dickens (great,
arand-son to Charles Dickens), and (above, from the 1975 trip) a tour of the Roman Baths and
Pump Room with the Lord Mayor of Bath, CUr. Will Johns.

ponoaaall

LOST: I clipboard "'ith Spanish notebook IlL
notes. Very important. If found, please call
Kathy II ~3-ml!.

'IHSTI::RTERM 1:-o GLATEMA LA

The School of Business and Public Administration, presently enrolling 350 students ,
has enrolled 49 students over their estimation
for the fall of 1978 in the midst of UOP's
decreased enrollment; a significant increase
only to be tied by the School of Engineering.
Elliot H. Kline, the dean of the Business
and Public Administration, believes that
enrollment will continue to grow for two to
three more years, then stabilize.
He attributes this irregular but hopefullv
continuous growth mainly to the range and the
quality of the courses offered and the nature of
the faculty.

2 Roommates, male or female, wanted to

FOUND bracelet in front of Knoles Hall.
Come and identify it in Knol_es Hall, Room
JOI C.

OMICRON Delta Epsilon (ODE), honor
SOCietY in economics, will ha••e its second
meeting of the year Monday, October l6ch, in
WPC 118 at 7 p.m. The mc:ctina will include
election of officers and a discussion by faculty
members on Ge:tung into Gradua1e Schools in
Economics. Top1cs will include taking 1he
GRE, selecuns a school. do I want a MA or a
People interested m ODE and lor
PhD~
graduate school in economics are Y.elcome.
Refre5hments will be sened.

~

up

broad coverage policy
additional discounts for good
students
policy may be continued after
graduation

seu··

Our office is located just 3 blocks from the UOP campus on the
,southeast comer of Pershing Avenue and March Lane.
~

Call 478-2450

RING WEEK. oaoBER 16-21.

If this is the year you want to
start wearing your college ring,
this is the best week to buy it,
After all, a college ring may
be forever and ever, but ten
bucks-that's for right now.
So be here for the third
a~nual Josten's National College
Ring Week and $10 Discount,
starting Monday, October 16 and
runnmg through Saturday,
October 21.
The $10 discount applies to your
school's entire selection of Josten's

College Rings, the only ring with
Josten's Full Lifetime Warranty.
And besides saving $10,
you get these deluxe features
included in the standard
Josten's ring price-no extra
cost! Choose: White or
Yellow Gold • Sunburst Stone
or Birthstone • Full Name
Engraving or Facsimile
signature • Even Encrusting, where
ring design allows • No extra charge.
If you're going to do it, do it now.
At the bookstore.

WRJ30
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Senate Soundings

About the Davis game, Meyer commented, "the first half we were the outstanding
team. We were up there, (by the cage) but we
couldn't punch the ball in the cage. The second
half we just couldn't get up for. And Davis
did."
David scored both goals in the second
half.
The biggest improvement over last year,
Meyer feels, are the additions to the coach
staff. JoAnn Surina, a graduate student at Pacific and a veteran hockey player from Cal-

among campus killerS

Budget
·approved

Stickers split:
face Sac State
Last week UOP's Women's Field Hockey
team split their games defeating American
River Junior College here, 4-3, and being shut
out at Davis, 2-0.
Pat Mushrim, a freshman from Sacramento, scored two goals in the game against ARC.
Jill Moore and Tami Anderson, both from San
Diego, scar~ a goal each.
Head coach Doris Meyer said the three
scholarship players, Rosalie Moran, a freshman from Berkeley; Anita Natale, a freshman
from Claremont, and Mushrim, an attacker
from Sacramento, have added needed depth to
the team. Meyer added she felt that the incoming freshmen were more experienced than
in previous years.
In last Saturday's game against Davis,
Laurie Rockwell, a veteran player from Sunnyvale, and Mushrim were the outstanding offensive players. Natale, a sweeper, was the
standout in the defensive department.

Suicide ranks no. 2
BY KATHI TURNER
PACifiCAN REPORTER

In a record-long session for
the year, the ASUOP Senate unanimously approved the budget for the current year. The
budget passed was based on recommendations
made by the Senate Finance Committee over
four months ago. The delay in consideration
was caused by the election crisis of last
~emester which delayed recommendations by
the Committee until the end of school, leaving
no time for the Senate to act.
The Senate spent five hours considering
the 39 requests for funding from almost as
many groups. President Doizak.i congratulated
the Senate "for being the first Senate to ever
discuss all requests before voting on the
Budget." To help the Senators through the
meeting, beer was served.
Allocations were:
Group/Organization

SOCCER action returns to Pacific tomorrow when the Tigers~play host to Sonoma State at 2 p.m., on the South Campus field.
Poly Pomona, is the defensive coordinator.
Paul Thomas, a senior pre-med student, is
the offensive coordinator. Thomas played inter-varsity in Swaziland, South Africa, for four
years.
Meyer said that defense is the strongest
part of UOP's game. The hockey teams' goal
is to do better than last year, and score points.
To do this, Meyer added the team needs to be
more appressive down by the goal.
UOP's next home game is against
Sacramento State, on October 18.

Wapolos drowned
by Cal
The University of Pacific Water Polo team
will try to improve its 2-S record when it travels
south this weekend and faces Fresno State and
San Diego State.
Last Friday Coach Connor Sutton's squad
was destroyed by powerhouse California 14-3.
It was Pacific's third consecutive Joss to Cal;
all by similar scores.
Junior Jeff Sealy of Moraga turned out to

Halloween
eards

be the only bright spot on a dismal afternoon
as he scored two goals against the Bears.
Pacific's next home match is scheduled for
Friday, October 21, against the San Jose State
University Spartans. The match will be crucial
if the team hopes to stay close to the top of the
Pacific Coast Athletic Assoication race.

Basketball cheerleader
tryouts today
All pep and spirit-minded UOP students who
are interested in becoming a UOP Tiger
cheerleader during the upcoming basketball
season are invited to attend a meeting Friday,
Oct. 13, in the Athletic Dept. lobby, located
in the UOP main gym. The meeting will begin
at4p.m.
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ANEW CAMERA?
Oct 27, 30 and 31, we will take pic·
tures of each witch that comes in
costume ................. .
A PRIZE for the best WITCH will be
awarded .••...............
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Academic Affairs-ASUOP
Alianza
Alpha Phi Alpha
Anderson Y
Asian Alliance
Associated Philipino
Black Student Union
Calliope
Cinema-ASUOP
C.I.P.
CIPSA
COPUS-ASUOP
Coupon Books-ASUOP
Debate Team
Elections-ASUOP
Fairhousing-ASUOP
Forensics Team
Forum-ASUOP
Geology Club
German Club
I. D. Cards-ASUOP
Interfraternity Council
lntramurals
Legal Services-ASUOP
Loanstore-ASUOP
MECHA
Model United Nations
Office-ASUOP
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
Printing Service
Psychology Department
revreational Development
Senate-ASUOP
Social-ASlfOP
Staff Salarie~
Store Inventory Repayment
Summer Salaries-ASUOP
Travel Service-ASUOp
Women's Union

800-223-1782

"Almost any college student will tell you
that he has, at some point during his college
years, considered suicide," according to Dr.
Beth Mason, director of UOP's Counseling
Center. "As a matter of fact," she continued,
"suicide is the second leading cause of death
among students of college age.".
To help students deal with the pressures
unique to them, many universities have in.tegrated mental health facilities into their
health care programs. Accordi11g to Dr. Beth
Mason, who helped start the Counseling Center at UOP 17 years ago, "the better a university is, the more it cares about students' welfare."

However, the goal of UOP's counseling
service is not to turn out "well-adjusted
students," but rather "to help students, and
people who help students, to feel effective and
able to participate in the educational process
with energx.and enthusiasm."
Dr. Mason, who works out of Cowell
Health Center, states that a majority of her
work is crisis intervention, that is, aiding a student in hurdling an immediate difficulty such
as an uncontrollable crying jag and then'getting
him or her back to class.
After that, ongoing counseling can be
arranged for a few weeks or even months if
nP.cessary. In addition, Dr. Mason stresses that
all records are completely confidential, none of
the information goes on one's transcript; a~d
students must consent to the release of any in-

formation.
Dr. Mason and her staff, which includes a
psychologist, a psychologist trainee, a psychiatrist, two psychiatric social workers, and a
counselor-all part time-also do preventive
work such as teaching resident assistants cqunseling, putting on workshops, and working
with dorms to provide better growth opportu~ities. The Counselin_g Center also offer~ yocattonal and psycholog.Jcal testing on a v9)untary basis.
I
In the coming months, Dr. Mason hopes
to branch out into workshops and lifeplanning
seminars. A workshop on Assertiveness Training will be offered through the University Center Sesame Seed Courses on November 4.
lf students wish to speak with a counselor ,
or learn more about upcoming workshops, call
the Counseling Center at 946-2225.

Recommendation
$2,990.00
-0-0-

2,390.00
1,240.00
505.00
600.00
800.00
17,836.00
3,500.00
765.00
650.00
5,280.00
550.00
950.00
1,650.00

OH, STANLEV,
YOU CALIFORNIANS
ARE SO
ROMANTIC.

NONSENSE,
PAMELA.
THIS ISA

'BLACKOUT.

11,1oo.oo·
11,700.00
-0-0-

1,830.00
200.00
3,840.00 .
1,900.00
8,557.00
600.00
850.00
14,965.00
-011,015.00
-0-

3,500.00
100.00
27,280.00
20,000.00
5,000.00
4,200.00
1000.00
300.00
156,543.00
62,646.00
13,991.00
$233,180.00

During the course of the evening, it was
discovered bythe Senate that lights for part of
the tennis courts and the Rainey Recreational
Area have been stored, unused, for four years
because ASUOP decided not to fund installation and the University would not pick up
the tab.
It was decided that $3500 would be spent
to install the lights. Priority .would be given to
installing the lights in areas to improve safety,
if possible, and, second, to the Recreation
Area.
This fifth meeting of the ASUOP Senate
was held Tuesday, Oct. 10, convening at 5:07
p.m. adjourning at 10:05 p.m. with the
Aller, brew,
following Senators present:
Duran, Fuentes, .Grove, Knox, Omlansky,
Smirthwaite, Stapleton , Tredwell, Vogelzang,
Spencer, Tijiiboy, Taschjian, San Nicolas,
Angnostor, and Meek. All Senate meetings are
held in the Redwood Room on Tuesdays at 5
p.m. with the general public invited.

Well, not really, not yet. But
over the next 10 or 15 years electric
shortages are inevitable... unless
more power plants can be built.
Even though all of us continue
conserve electricity, power needs

are expected to double by 1999.
Because California's still a growing
state, there are more people
needing homes and jobs and other
things that depend on electricity.
And the law requires that PG&E
provide adequate electric service
for everyone.
.
It takes five to ten years or
more to bring a new power plant
into service, so it's important that
we start now. But governmental
approvals of all kinds are needed
to build these new power plants.
And the approval process has
slowed down so much that it may

cause power shortages in the 1980's.
Faster action is needed.
We don't like to be the ones
to tell you about the possibility of
shortages. But not telling you the
facts would be a greater disservice.
If you have any questions, we'd
like to hear from you. Just write:

PG&E, P.0. Box 3728, San Francisco,
CA 94106.
To keep things running in the 1980's,
we must begin new power plants today.
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IN a crucial "A" Division game, defending champion GDI bruised past the Roaring Archltes to a 20-6 win Wednesday.

'

Rick and Ruby: Madcap team from S.F.
Rick and Ruby, the Bay Area's noted parody impressionists, will unleash their madcap
stream of satiric impressions tonight in the Long Theatre on the t.iOP campus.
The team (Brian Seff and Monica Carroll), got their start seven years ago at San francisco's Tarr and Feathers Saloon. Since then, they have appeared at the Boarding House
and the Old Waldorf, as well as having been on the Gong Show.
Their versatile repertoire includes impressions of Waylon Jennings, Freddie Fender,
Johnny Cash, Peter Frampton, the Beach Boys, Sonny and Cher, and a delightful parody
of Niel Diamond as the first singing stand-up comic.

In addition to impersonations, Rick and Ruby combine their talents to deliver comedy
sketches and skits with the split-second timing indicative of fine comedy.
The duo has received rave reviews from all the Bay Area's media, including Joel
Selvin, the Chronicle's lively arts critic, who wrote, " .. . Rich and Ruby have a fine future
outside of working local clubs," after the pair delighted an appreciative audience. at the
Paramount Theatre in Oalcland.
Rick and Ruby's spirited show, sponsored by ASUOP, begins at 8:00, and is free to
ASUOP cardholders.

Movies

'_'Interiors": Getting inside
Woody Allen
BY JAN EGAN
PAOnCAN ENTERTAJNMENT EDITOR

" Interiors," now playing at the Stockton
Royal, is Woody Allen's first attempt at serious drama.
Mr. Allen has progressed steadily in his
fi lm endeavors from high comedy in
" Bananas," and poking intellectual fun at
Russian authors in "Love and Death," to last
year's tragi-comic "Annie Hall," which
received the best movie Oscar at the Academy
Awards.
Because Allen is best known for his
comedic expertise, it would be easy to belittle
"Interiors," as some critics have done. But
this attitude is a cop-out on the part of the reviewers. Rather than judging the movie on its
intrinsic merits, these critics have compared
Allen's previous work with "InterioTs", which
renders their criticism invalid.
Considered autonomously, "Interiors" is
an insightful study of a neurotic family with a
"sick soul in the center of a sick psyche." The
theme of familial conflict has rarely been explored by an American director (with the possible exception of Robert Altman).
Predictably, "Interiors" has been compared with Ingmar Bergman's work, and the
compariso n is not altogether false.
Thematically, " Interiors" is similar to
Bergman's "Cries and Whispers": both films
explore the interaction between sisters, and
in both films, the sisters must cope with death
and its ensuing consequences.
GeraldiRa Page is oEv•. ,an int;rior decpr!l,l- ,
or1 and the matriarcal !tead of the family Page

MOq;~~ifolma ('D• .-a.dai;;~~ ·

Ko;t\MERJ~,BJ'~",
·-:·:··~·

is brilliant in her portrayal of a suicidal psychotic who tries, without success, to control the
lives o f her daughters and her husband.
Mary Beth Hurt , Kristian Griffith, and
Diane Keaton (of course I) are Eve's daughters,
and E.G. Marshall is Arthur, Eve's husband.
The bulle of the fllm explicates Eve's
breakdown, while simultaneously dissecting
Keaton's and Hurt's characters, who are trying
to cope with their parent's separation and
ultimate divorce.
As the film progresses, Keaton, who is an
acclaimed poet, becomes stymied in her attempts to write, while Hurt's uncertainty about her
career disiotegrates into total confusion.
Although the third sister's character is not
so piercingly detailed, Griffith emerges as a Bmovie starlet who makes life bearable by being
pretty and snorting coke.
Thus, it is evident that the three daughters
are Eve's children: they breakdown as their
mother does.
But the pearl of the movie is Pearl, Arthur's new wife. Played by Maureen Stapleton, Pearl injects the only color (literally, as
well as figuratively) into the film. She is vivacious, sensible, and real; a perfect contrast
to the emotionally sterile family into which she
marries.
In his manipulation of character and his
ingenius editing, Allen guides us through an infected family, reveals its disease, and
ultimately leads us to its cure.
Allen knows his stuff, and, "ith "Inter-

·:···,
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A sculpture of Jim Perrizo's

photo by Jorge Raya

Monumental sculpture at
University Center Gallery
An art exhibition featuring cast aluminum
sculpture is scheduled for Sunday {October I 5)
through Friday, November 17, at University of
the Pacific.
Several' massive works by Jim Perrizo of
Hayward will be included in the show, which
will be presented by the Art Department at the
university. There will be a total of 60 to 70
pieces in the exhibit, which 'will also include
small cast aluminum works, latex wall
hangings and drawings.
The show "ill be in the University Center
Gallery and the patio area of the University
Center. Hours for the gallery are 9 a.m. t() 9
p.m. daily and 12 noon to 9 p.m . on "eekend5.

A reception is scheduled for 7:30 p.m. on
Tuesday (October 17) at the gallery.
Perrizo, an art teacher at California State
University, Hayward, for the last eight years,
also is a co-founder of the New Museum of
Modern Art in Oakland. His work has been
displayed throughout the Bay Area in group
and individual shows, including the San Francisco Arts Festival, Hayward Area Festival of
the Arts, Sausalito Art Center and the Palo
Alto Culture Center. He holds a Master of
Fine Arts degree in sculpture from the Universit} of California at Berkeley, where he
received B.A. and M.A . degrees in art.
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UOP at Fr.esno State: Revenge could be sweet
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Friday, October 13
Show: Rick and Ruby Comedy Show, Long Theatre, 8 p.m ., free
Recital: Sharon Bowles on piano, Conservatory Auditorium, 8:15p.m.
Dance: Newman House semi-formal dance, Marina Yacht & Tennis Club, 9 p.m.
Film: " Patton," UCTheat re, 6&9p.m.
Exhibit: Underwater Photography, UC Gallery, reg. hrs.
Party: Pacific Ski Club party, Cow Palace,leaves 6 p .m.
Drama: "When You Comin' Back, Red Ryder?", Studio Theatre, 8 p.m., $1.25 with
ASUOP card, $2.50 general admission
Drama: "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's nest," Stockton Civic Theatre, 8:30p.m.
Drama: "The Skin of Our Teeth," Tillie Lewis Theatre, Delta College, 8 p.m., $2.50 with
student body card

BY JEFF JARDINE
PAClFlCAN SPORTS EDlTOR

Revenge Coule be Sweet

Saturday, October 14

Things aren't so rosy this year for the
defending PCAA fresno State Bulldogs. Af
ter cruising to a 9-2 overall mark and a 4-0
mark in league last year, the Bulldogs have had
it even rougher than the San Francisco 49ers
through the early stages of the 1978 campaign.
Losses to McNeese State, Utah State (and
oh, was it a bad one), Cal-Poly, San Luis
Obispo, and San Diego State have just about
wiped the smile off the face of new hebd coach
Bob Padilla in the fresno State press guide.

Film: "Patton," UC Theatre, 6& 9 p.m.
Backpacking: PWE trip to Big Sur
Drama: "When You Comin' Back, Red Ryder?", Studio Theatre, 8 p.m., $1.25 with
ASUOP card, $2.50 general admission
Drama: "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest," Stockton Civic Theatre, 8:30p.m.
Comedy: "The Skin of Our Teeth," Tillie Lewis Theatre, Delta College, 8 p.m., $2.50
with student body card
Tour: Pioneer Museum and Haggin Galleries tour and exhibit, Victory Park, I :45-5 p.m.
Sunday, October 15

(. Analysis )
last year?" Yes, of course they were for real.
In fact, they did well enough to land last year's
mentor, Jim Sweeney, a coaching job with the
Oakland Raiders.
Sweeney must have taken last year's
playbook with him, along ~ith last year's winning ways.
In all fairness to the Bulldogs, they were
without starting quarterback Billy Yancy, who
must have excellent foresight, as FSU lost to
the San Diego State Aztecs, 31-14.
ON THE HOME FRONT: The Tigers'
defense should know the surface of Pacific
Memorial Stadium pretty well by now, for as

THE one that got away. UOP defensln back Enos Edmerson (9) leaped high for this pan during the late stages or the Fullerton State game.

Edmerson prevented 1 touchdown, but wiis unable to maintain possession of the ball as he came back to earth.

long as they were on the field in the second half
during the 35-17 win over the "defenseless"
Fullerton State Titans.
RICH PHILLIPS had an outstanding
game, rushing 17 times for 99 yards and 2 ·
touchdowns. Bruce Parker once again passed
well, hitting 8 of 13, and no, it wasn't George
Plimpton taking over for Parker when the
Tiger starter was shaken up.

It was Donnie Moore, who connected with
Kevin Tobeck on a 50-yard pass play that set
up the Tigers' final score--a 14-yard run by
Mike Colton. Amazing what can be found
when a big wind comes up and blows the dust
off the UOP bench. (Ther~'s more where that
came from.)

So what can be expected from the great
dog-and-cat fight at Fresno Saturday night in

ratty ol' Ratcliffe Stadium? There's a lot of
Tigers who remember last year's 24-10
homecoming embarrassment at the hands of
Fresno State. Like the headline says, revenge
could be sweet.
Tigers Notes: Fresno State leads in this series,
with 28 wins, 23 losses, and 2 ties. The Tigers'
opponents have only a win over Weber State
(55-14) to their credit.

Exhibit: Jim Perrizo sculptures, UC Gallery & Lower Patio, reg. hrs.
Film: " Patton," UC Theatre, 3, 6 & 9 p.m.
Service: Sacrament of Reconcilation, Morris Chapel, 7 p.m.
Mass: Morris Chapel, 8 p.m.
Concert: Grover Washington, Jr., Greek Theatre, 2 p.m., tickets $7.50 at BASS outlets
Concert: War, Old Waldorf, 8 & II p.m., tickets $8.50 at BASS outlets
Monday, October 16
Exhibit: Jim Perrizo sculptures, \JC Gallery & Lower Patio, reg. hrs.
Meeting: Newman Executive Council, Newman House, 7:30p.m.
Tuesday, October 17
Exhibiit: Jim Perrizo sculptures, UC Gallery, reg. hrs.
Event: Counselors Day, all campus, 9:45a.m .
Meeting: ASUOP Senate meeting, Redwood Room, 6:30p.m.
Film: "Julie and Celine Go Boating," UC Theatre, 7:30p.m.
Recital: warren van Bronkhorst, Resident Artist Series, Conservatory Auditorium, 8:15
p.m.
Concert: The Gratef~l Dead," Winterland, 8 p.m., tickets $8.50 at Bass
Presentation: Slides of Italy by Leonard Covello; Stewart Hazelton Room, Stockton
Public Library, noon, freee
Wednesday, October 18
Event: CSF Day, Conservatory Auditorium, 9 a.m.
Seminar: "Together for life," Newman House, 8 p.m.
Meeting: Religious Lib, Anderson Center. 6:30p.m.
Film: "The Shameless Old Lady," UC Theatre, 7:30& 10 p.m., 50 cents
Concert: The Grateful Dead, Winterland, 8 p.m., tickets $8.50 at BASS outlets
Thursday, October 19
Meeting: Learning Experience Singles Group, Common Room, 8 p.m.
Event: Jane Fonda speaks out, Conservatory Auditorium, 8 p.m., free
Concert: George Carlin Show, Stockton Civic Auditorium, 8 p.m., tickets $7.50
Concert: Styx, The Cars, Angel, Oakland Coliseum, 7:30 p.m., tickets $5.50-$7.50 at
BASS outlets

FOOTBALL PLAYE·R OF THE WEEK
....-

Pacific Dance &Electric Co.

BRAD VASSAR
Nominated for the second time in five weeks, Vassar, the 6'2", 225
lb. linebacker from Sonora, chalked up 21 tackles in the Tigers'
35-17 win over Fullerton State.

.. .. .. . ..
...

..

..

•

Auditions for a jazz piece to be choreographed by Barbara Ubaldi of UOP and The Dance Center will be held
this Friday Oct. 13, at 5:00 p.m. in Anderson Dance
Studio.
- Dancers with experience are required and should be
prepared to dance.

The cast of ..When You com.la' Back, Retl Ryder1" oa the set In tile Stadlo Tlleatre.

Red rides back tonight
at the Studio Theatre
The Drama Department of UOP is presenting "When You Comin' Back, Red
Ryder?" tonight and tomorrow night, and October 19-21 in the South Campus Studio Theatre.
The opening production of the fall semester will be directed by Dr. William J . Wolak of
the Drama Department faculty, who describes
the play as "a serious drama for mature audiences."
The play was written by Mark Medoff,
who was subsequently honored with the Outer
Critics Circle Award and the Obie Award for
the show, which was initially performed in New
York City in 1973.
Th.e show is a gripping drama set in the allnight diner of a southwestern border town in

the 1960's. The daily routine of the diner is
shattered when a drug runner and his mistress
hold the diner's occupants captive.
Leads in the eight member company of
UOP students are: Kurt Reinhardt as Teddy,
the drug runner; S'usan Gage as Angel, a waitress, and Thomas Willard as Sephen, a cook.
David Eakin is the scenic designer and
technical director, Sandra L. Persels designed
the costumes, and Douglas Brennan is the
lighting designer for the production.
The play will be presented at 8 p.m. Tickets are $1.25 for students, faculty, and senior
citizens, and $2.50 general admission. For
more information call the box office at 9462289.
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Van Morrison at the Old Waldorf
Thur day night. Van's presence was entirely
per onal.
He was so introverted thllt he
BY JONHI'l I
ignored normal stage amenitie!.: there were few
PAUFICAN Rll"lRTER
g~tures, mumbled band introductions, and
Over fourteen years have passed ince Van
sparse conversation with the audience. Van
Morri on first sang "Here Comes The Night."
simply sang from his raw heart, and hoped to
ln that song, the singer has been jilted, and his
"make his connection, so you know it's got
heart sears at the sight of his ex-lover with
soul."
another man. Frustrated by his inability to
This lack of conventional stage presence,
"accept the fact she's thosen him, and simply
together with Van's superb musicianship and
let them be," the singer feels a hotter name
the stylistic variety in his music, placed
each time he sees the couple, until the sights,
weighty responsibilities on his backup band.
jealousies, and injuries become tj!Ja.l and
As usual, Van had assembled a tight, adaptable
overwhelming.
group of anonymous professionals, and they
But time, as adults always claim, is the
delivered in full: the opening "Moondance," a
great healer and the true educator.
mature jazz-flavored love song, was as convinAt The: Old Waldorf last Thursday, Van
cing as the innocent rocker " Brown-eyed
Morrison was heavier, balder, and generally
Girl."
older. He was also wiser, singing newer
Indeed, the evening's only failures were
material which generally celebrated love's re·
my snowshoes (The Old Waldorf still pours
wards rather than mourned its casualties.
weak shots) and "Warm Love."
However, if Van has finally found secure
This song suffered from a rearrangement
and amorous bliss, it has hardly quenched the
into the only popular style that Van Morrison
soulful, glowing fire that distinguishes his
cannot sing: disco. The problem was obvious.
singing. Instead, time and love have redirected
Disco thrives on style. It is aloof, skeptical,
the heat into a more positive channel.
superslick music with a mechanical beat. It's
Thursday's
performance
of
ideal is the cool, controled love: let your
"Wavelength," the new album's title cut,
heart break inside, but never let your hair get
typefied the new-and-older Van: with eyes
messed up.
barely closed, he sang· the slow introduction
In contrast, Van is completely genuine and
sans gesture, yet one could feel Van's rich,
human. He has no static style, but rather perhonest voice groping for that love, trying hard
ceptive eyes and a sensitive heart which have
to get that girl on his wavelength.
explored and learned many styles in search of
Somehow, even while softly reaching out
the same elusive notes.
for an unknown, his voice still displayed the
This heart is the nucleus of Van's -appeal.
proud, masculine confidence which fueled
True, he is a venerable rocker, a man of ex"Gloria" so many years ago, when we were all
perience who has successfully infused jazz,
watching Popeye. Apparently life and love
country, and various other influences into his
piiOio by Daft Newquist
have taught him to treasure their harmonies
beloved basic beat. In doing so, he has become
whenever they are found, but retain a resilient
VAN Morrilo• -Jided u aood u lie did I• Ills "TIIem" day1 at tile Old Waklorllut
one of rock's most respected and capable
individual
identity
whenever
the
warm
chords
Tllanday evelliDJ. He appeared wiser aad more muterfal with Ills COIIliiWldla&llyle ud
singers. Undoubtedly, he knows much.
dieaway.
·
Ids nlvet IBlOOtll voice.
Crucially, he feels more.
Some other memorable notes ~ere struck

BY MAGDALENA DELVALLE
PACIFICAN REPORTER

The University Symphony Orchestra,
which has existed as a traditional ensemble of
the University, has evolved to produce a high
standard of professional music talent.

Prices have been cut!!!
All $7.98 List LPs
NOW $5.79
All New Releases on special
NOW $4.66
We also have blank tapes
and record care accesories
at great prices!
The best prices for the
best sounds at . .

ASUOP RECORDS

Nancy

Lancaster

''Sets'' the standards
BY KEVIN BARTRAM
PACifl<:A SPORTS WRITER

The 1978 UOP women's volleyball team
has alot to offer to the fans who attend their
matches. Not only is the squad consistently
winning, but it has many other quite exciting
features. as well. One of these is the team's
starting setter and 1977's Most Valuable
Player, Nancy Lancaster.
Lancaster, a 5'7", 19-year-old sophomore
from Mount Prospect, Illinois, has truly become the volleyballer's leader and team catalyst. She is an extremely competitive player
and exhibits her competitiveness at all times.
Volleyball coach Dr. Taras Liskevych
claims that Lancaster "has something that's'
hard to teach players- that is the desire to win
and the desire to put out 110 percent on every
play."
She not only possesses this tremendous ap- •
petite for succeeding, but is also graced with an
outstanding athletic ability. Her accomplishments are endless.
In high school, Lancaster won AllConference honors in three sports; volleyball,
basketball and track. Like any good athelete,
she can be taught to perform nearly any sport
well. Such was the case in high school when
she took up golf and played for a year. She
shoots in the SO's generally. which is not bad
for a freelancer .
In high school track, Lancaster competed
in the discus and entered in State and qualifying meets.
Volleyball, however, has been her primary
sport. Lancaster had never played the sport
before her freshman year in high school. She
actually became involved through a friend who
was "too scared" to go out for the team alone.
Lancaster went out for the team that year and
barely made the team. However, by the end of
her initial season she nearly climbed to the varsity as her coach claimed to have seen much
natural ability in her.
After her freshman year in high school, it was
all uphill. Lancaster, a starter for three straight
years, took All-Conference honors in her ju- ·
nior and senior years, was named team MVP as
a junior, and led her team to a conference title
as a senior. Possibly more impressive were her
credentials in the United States Volleyball
Association (USVBA) in which she competed
last year.

This Tuesday, October 24, the University
Symphony Orchestra will be performing a concert in the Conservatory, open to the public.
Friday October 27th, the Symphony will
perform a "Brown Bag" Concert for the
Stockton Arts Commission in Hunter Plaza,
Downtown Stockton,
This year's highlight, however, will
feature Dave Brubeck and the Symphony Orchestra at the Conservatory on December 8th
and 9th.
Tuesday Feb. 27th. the Orchestra wiW per·
form their spring concert, and the April 3rd
concert will feature the Orchestra with the
choral group.
Professor Buckbee expressed his appeaseml,lnt with the quality of the Orchestra
and the professional attitude of the students,
and said that "this Symphony Orchestra ranks
among the better Orchestras in the country."

She was named "rookie-of-the-year" in the
Chicago area for her consitent open ball play,
and was named to the all-star team in the 1977
AAU VolleybaJJ Junior Olympics.
Despite all of the recognition which she
received prior to coming to UOP, her biggest
volleyball thrills have come as a Tiger. Playing
such prominent schools as UCLA and Hawaii
and defeating Long Beach State have been the
peak moments in her career-so far.
Perhaps the event she has looked forward to
the most, however, is the upcoming Hawaii trip
with her teammates on Oct. 26-28 to compete
in three matches against the Rainbows.
Lancaster's parents are going to be in Hawaii
at the same time, attending a convention.
Lancaster met Liskevycyh at a volleyball
camp in Chicago under his direction. She later
was reunited with him when she played under a
friend of his in Open Ball competition. She decided to attend UOP after being offered a volleyball scholarship.
The star setter is glad to be at UOP but
Naacy Lllmcuter (above) Is tile leadlaa eener oa tile UOP voDeyball team t1111 year.
wishes the Stockton climate was a little more
like her native Chicago's. She claims to be a
"four-season" person and feels ·that the
her starting job to freshman phenom Starry
weather never changes here.
caster confided in him was for her to start every
Suttich.
'
Lancaster gets along great with the other
game this season. ·This would be quite an
volleyballers and considers her coach "the
. In the t~o weeks she sat out, Lancaster pracachievement figuring that eac:b match consists
ticed_ servmg and kept in as good of shape as
best. "She feels that coach Liskevych "runs the
of at least three games. With 24 scheduled matteam well" and "knows the sport" unlike high
~oss1ble. When she came back, she quickly reches excluding tournaments, that's a bare
mstated herself as a starter. She knows she
school coaches she played for.
minimum of 72 games.
She not only plays the game well but also en- must not let down for there is someone ready
She also enjoys non-competition sports ~
joys it, Since her position calls for her to set up
and willing and able to take her place if she
~he en~ag~ in running and skiing. While living
plays, a good set-up is her favorite task. She falters. As with most good atheletes, she has
tn llhnou, she skied in Wisconsin and
also enjoys serving as she does this with great. the ability to adapt to the circumstances.
MichiJan
which is the equivalent to
~caster, who is talented not only athefficiency. Lancaster leads the Tigers in serving
Stocktonians skiing in Tahoe.
and led her high school club in that category as lettcally, but musically as well, claims to still
Still, Lancaster has found little time · for
have much to learn about volleyball. She adwelL She also ranks 4th among her mates in
anything else. During the summer she worked
mits to having the basics down but feels that
passing-which is unusual for a setter.
at various volleyball camps, instructing
Her devotion to the game is evident since she she probably never will learn the sport
elementary and high school kids on how to
thoroughly.
plays competitively year-around. In the spring,
play. This semester,too, her volleyball and stuThe biology major who is considering'a switNancy competes in "open ball" which is a
dies are dominating her life.
regional circuit. Spring open ball takes up two ch to business, has gained full respect from her
By her own desigr,ation a pretty easy going
nights of practice a week and her entire teammates. Although she won't admit to being
person, she claims to have a fairly even temper,
a team "leader," Liskevych claims that the
weekends.
although she admits to frequently having a
Hard work and determination have been the team has "identified her as the spark plug.
few "kind" words for the officials.
dominating factors behind the success of Lan- They are comfortable with her and respond to
The Tiger volleyballer would like to see more
caster. Despite an ankle injury suffered in high he~ abi~ities with respect." Such respect is
p~ple at the matches as she feels it greatly
school basketball, she started as a freshman at ev1de'!.t m her being voted, by her teammates,
"psyches" the team.
1977s MVP (as a freshman).
UOP and plays with her ankle taped. This
The UOP Tiger volleyball team has a lot to
Liskevych, who claims that for his girls "the
season, Nancy battled illness and nearly lost
offer the volleyball fan, and Nancy Lancaster
sky is the limit," says that one goal which Lanhas a lot to offer UOP volleybalL
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~{--~SPORTS----~~
Freshmen redsbirts learn the game
BY MIKE BROSS
PACJnCAN SPORTS WRITER

As the football season progresses, more
and more new faces are seeing a good deal of
playing time for the UOP Tigers. There's a
very good reason for this. Out of 72 players,
29 (over Y3) on the roster are new recruits,
coming from either junior college or high
school competition.
"Recruiting at Pacific is a very complicated process, more so than the average
football fan realizes," explained head coach
Chester Caddas. "Being from a small school,
we recruit players primarily from California.
"We compile a list made up of 400 to 600
prospective recruits. This list is mainly made
up of players that were recommended by their
football coaches.
" A poor or great player must only be seen
once, so after watching some of the prospects,
the list begins to shorten.
If a coach
exaggerated a player's size or speed, or if he
doesn't show that he can maintain a G.P.A. of
2.8 or over, it's very doubtful that he'll ever
play here," Caddas said.
When recruiting, most schools seem to
always be looking for the "best athlete" rather
than the best players by position. Coach Caddas' philosophy is slightly different. "We look
for the best athlete, except at t he position of
quarterbal\k, when scouting the high schools.
At the junior college level, we're looking for
players that will hopefully start for us the next
season, whereas freshmen are not expected to
play their first year."
•
According to Caddas, this year's crop of
freshmen were the most (17) recruited for a
season in 25 years. " We decided that we would
make a big push at getting the best freshmen
.available. The coaches and myself are quite
pleased with the outcome of our efforts.
Three freshmen are playing a good deal
this season. Paul Schreiner of Napa started at
fullback versus California and is playing on the
specialty teams.
Defensive end Michael
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Violiitist featured in

free concert Tuesday
Warren van Bronkhorst, resident violinist
at the University ·of the Pacific, will present a
Resident Artist Se:ies concert, at the Conservatory auditorium on Tuesday, October 17.
The 8:15 concert will be open to the public
without charge and will include works by
Schubert, Beethoven, deFalla, Saint Saens,
Paganini, Kreisler, and Poldowski.
He will be assisted by pianish Donald
Dollarhide and harpist, Marylee Dozier, bothConservawry faculty members.
Van Bronkhorst is first violinist of the
Sierra String Qu'\rtet , which recently tcok
pan in the sixth of the series of Centennial
Festival concerts.
He has appeared as violin soloist with
many orchestras including The EastmanRochesler Orchestra (N.Y.), The Honolulu
Symphony, The San Jose Symphony, and The
Sacramenlo Symphony.
Ms. Dozier is a graduate of the Eastman
School of Music, a former harpist with the
Kansas City Philharmonic and the Sacramento
symphonies, and is a frequent performer in
concerts in the Sacramento and the Bay area.
Dollarhide has been a soloist with the
Stockton Symphony twice, b01h in a classical

Merriweather of Vallejo and defensive back
Stan Shibata of Fountain Valley have seen action.
"Half of the freshmen haven't played yet,
won't after we play the fifth game of the
season," stated Caudas. " Barring inj ury to
the starters, those players will be redshirted and
will still have four years of eligibility
remaining. The coach felt that all will make
contributions to the team in the future."
Caddas feels that quarterbacks George
Harrison of Auburn and Bob O'Rourke of
Manteca have been improving steadily and
should be fighting to start soon.
Other players to be watched are running
back Shawn Brady of Rancho Cordova, offensive linemen Kurt Hout of Concord and Rich
Taylor of Antioch, defensive backs Darryl
Ragland of El Dorado Hills, and Paul Thompson of Rancho Cordova, defensive linement
Paul_ Haka of Marysville and Andy Lewan-

dowski of Orange.
"All of them can play for us," explained
Caddas, "we'll develop them in different
degrees.''
Adjustments to a new situation seems to
be the first thing that a freshman football
player encounters. Different adjustments must
be made by players who are and are not playing
this season.
Schreiner feels that in high school he was
expected to "come through in pressure
situations." "The coaches expect freshmen to
make some mistakes so they don't put a whole
lot of pressure on us," explained Pa;;'I. "I
seem to put all the pressure on myself because
it makes me a determined player. I like the idea
of starting over and getting established again."
For tailback Shawn Brady, the-adjustment
has been quite different. Likely to be redshirted this season, Shawn's only playing time has
been on t he practice fields. "I dreaded prac-

tice, but I now think of it as a challenge. Running against the first team defense, I've improved a lot."
.
I'm probably not getting anywhere in the
eyes of the coaches, but I know I'm getting better. It's just as important for me to prove to
myself that I can play college football, as it is
to prove to the coaches," Shawn commented.
Knowing that he probably won't play in
the game, Bra(ly doesn't get very excited during
the game. "When we lose, it hurts because I
think to myself that if I was in the game, the
outcome could have been different. Most
players in my position feel this way. When we
win it's a hollow victory."
But when the redshirt year is over, those
" hollow victories" will have given the
newcomers a chance to adapt to the system.
And then these men can look back upon these
days--as they prepare for the "real thing" som,e
Saturday evening in the fall of 1979.

VIolinist ·warren van Bronkhorst
concerto and in a jazz concerto, and has toured
as soloist with many West German Symphony
Orchestras.

So yoa thl11k you k11ow ~~~~~all, eh?
,
Already glve11 the Hllalit ol'four worl~ aeriH 91m11 hnl11g ~e111
tlaye~, ~rlag 111 your 91e11 ol·the amount of r1111 aeorlfiiJy the New
York
Ya11kee1
111~
the
Loa
A11gele1
Doclgen
~url11g the entire 1978 Worl~ Serle• IJy 10
a.M., ,Mo11~ay, Oet. 16, to THE PACIFICAN (thlr~ floor North Hall).
The winner will ~e the au&jeet ol a fealllre artlele i11 an •teomlllg
laau of the PACIFICAN. PACIFI~N llafl •••&era are 11ol ellgl&le.
No entriea will ~e aeeepte~ after 10 a.m. Mo11~ay, Oet. 16, 1978.
The ·Serl11 must·go at least aix gamea, 111~ pleaae eireIa whleh
teamyou think will will the Series.

Where were you?
BY TIM JONES
PACIFICAN REPORTER

The next time this campus should be so
blessed as to host an appearance by such a
highly honored guest as Eddie Jefferson, and
such rare talent as Ritchie Cole, I hope to God
there will be more than a handful of people
present.
Last Sunday evening in the music Conservatory, perhaps 100 of us were treated to a performance by a most extraordinary singer: Mr.
Eddie Jefferson. A veteran of the jazz voice,
and not a young man by any means, Jefferson
was the primary innovator of a singing style
known as "scat", which has in recent times
been freely adapted by such young singers as AI
Jarreau, Manhatten Transfer, and The Pointer
Sisters.
Imagine a saxaphone or piano playing a
quickly moving melody or "riff". Imagine
that line being sung by a human voice, and that

Record Review

Bitten by 'Some Girls'
BY TIM JONES
PACIFJCAN< STAFF WRITER

Opinion
THE New Kids in Town. Pictured above are the UOP Tiger fresh men footbaU players. (See story on this page.)
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Ritchie Cole plays flawlessly. I had no
idea of what the alto sazaphone was capable of
before seeing him play. At first sight, this
younl! man from New Jersey does not look like
idea of wha~ the alto saxaphone w'as capable of
place down by blowing a saxaphone, which he
proceeded to do on Sunday. His quartet
played a brand of jazz so cool that, like dry ice,
it burns.
I
The show was opened by a rock-jazz-disco
_quartet, "Catalyst", which claims not to like
disco. Well, I liked them well en~JUgh and they
got the place pretty excited.
Let's not ever again make such a poor
showing at a free event of such high-calibre and
quality as last Sunday's concert. It not only is
unworthy of the respect due to such a great artist, but it makes us look bad, too. In the
future, please show that we got kulchur at
Paci fie here.

White skin, swollen Jip!i, sunken cheeks,
protruding mouths, poe-marked faces, five
guys who are The Rolling Stones, far and away
the best looking and clamourous band in the
world.
'
Womens' make-up, womens' clothes
worn, however, over tight-fitting paternit;
suits, these bleeding faggots make off with the
world's most beautiful women.
Witless, offering little in 1he way of words
(Cavett: You're smoking the filler of that
cigarette. Wyman: No I'm not_ . . Reporter:
"Is there a common theme which permeates
the Rolling Stones lyrics?"
Richard: 1
Jagger sings as though having a tantrum.
"Womep. "), the Stones lure the likes of in- Richard's playing is as coarse, biting, and artelligentsia Truman Capote, Norman Mailer,
thritic as ever, only outdone by Ron Weed, the
and Jonathan Cott into their entourage. Jean- one available guitarist whose playing would not
Lue Goddard built a Marxist film around
upstage Keith's. Wyman's bass playing is
them. Anthony Burges had them in mind to
beyond basie and Watt's drumming is trite and
play the main roles in the movie of his Clockunchanging.
work Orange.
All these commendable components come
Some groups might ask Who Are You and
together to make Some Girls burn with carnal
others might realize that art is Dust In The
passion. An extraordinary sort of primative
Wind, but the Stones are still trying to rememurgency makes Some Girls ooze with libidinal
ber the names of Some Girls (The last one
energy.
before Amanda Jones was Ruby Tuesday.).
Some unexplainable force or black magic
Some groups believe in Miracles or that
is at work, affecting unnatural and incivil
Love Will Find A Way, but the Stones are
behavior on the part of the listener. I have witstuck believing that Puerla Rican Girls are
nessed this happen to close friends.
dying to meet you and that English girls are
Tarantism, n. A malady characterized
prissy.
_
by an uncon~rollable urge to dance
Some groups give you the Best of My
. . . believed to result from the bite of
Love, but the Stones can't even give away
a tarantula.
Yeah, now I understand.
SCHMATTAHS on Seventh Avenue. Life in
The energy of "Some Girls" is so strong,
the Fast Lane would be inaccessible had not
yet so irrational that this album is in a class by
the Stones paved it.
itself, and is comparable to nothing currently
As musicians, they seem not to have imhappening in rock. It defies formula and
proved in their 15 years. The songwriting is
analysis. Not to mention that the album cover
embarrassingly elementary, and often the two
is the most outrageous and brilliant work of
chords which make up a song are played out of
cover art in 1S years of rock.

UCPC Special Projects Co-ittee PreseJJts:

VIDEO AWARENESS WEEK
A week full of FREE! entertainlllent and education. Learn what the Video
Program has to offer to the UOP Community.
Everyd!IY from ll«m-IOpm we wilJ be showing video programs from our
library and 6 others we've rented for this special week.
They'll be shown both i~ the Planning Center and the Rathskellar.
You can pick up schedules Friday Oct. 13 at the Info Booth.

THE UC PllOGRAMS Fll.l COIOOITEE PllES!NTS
. A mere .50 cents cheap

PLUS ACOMPLETE SPECIAL ORDERSERVICE

.

Hardback and paperback books in:
BESTSELLERS
BUSINESS & ECONOMJCS
CLIFF NOTES
COMMUNICATION
COMPUTERS
TEACHER ;S AIDS
AND
FOREJGN LANGUAGES
MUSIC
MYSTERY
RELIGION & PHILOSOPHY
SPORTS- GAMES- HOBBlES
STUDY G U/DES(for 111/subjt<t- advancro test dtgtYeS)
UOP FACULTY PUBLICATIONS

COMING SOON: An expanded selection of technical
and reference books in Speech, Mathematir.s, Sdences,
Engineering, Computer Science. Pharmacy

JJ-U.P .iHI-U.i!iU-U~l

TUESDAY
&
WEDNESDAY
NIGHT MOVIES
SELINE &J ULY GO BOATING- OCT. 17
THE SHAMELESS OLD LADY - OCT. 18
UCTheatre-7:30and !O:OOpm

I
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The COP English
Department

lhe Pacifican Survey is a weekly attempt to Inform
ttie assoaiated students of this university exactly how
th~{r AS60P dollars are being spent.
Each week, through your responses below, we will
evaluate a different ASUOP-funded program, thereby
enlightening students as to what services are available·
to them and giving them the chance for fair comment.
We believe that truth, having nothing to fear from
pursuit, shall be pursued -relentlessly. The dollar amounts listed herein are taken directly from the ASUOP
budget projections '78-'790 and while not yet approved, do adequately reflect the direction that your ~:r=n!~r=1
student government is heading.
.
Your participation in this s\II"Vey Is encouraged, to
say the least. There is $233,180.00 in the proposed '78'79 budget at stake here, and you deserve a voice in Its
allocation.
Simply fill out the questionnaire and drop It Into any
campus mall box (there Is one In the lobby of Knoles
Hall.) We'll do the rest. Your response will not pass unheeded.

Arlen Hansen
We train how to read and write. Well. It's aU, everything
to know how to use words! We hope not to be as vulnerable to
the language of Adolf Hitlers and Madison Ave. and Pennsylvania Ave. We hope to know what is B.S. and see it for
what it is. We teach the capabilities of language, how to communicate with others, to recognize ability when you see it and
incorporate with others, to recognize ability when you see it
and incorporate it into your own.
With the use of xerox, every business is a close circuit
publishing house now. Every person writes reports and memos
and each knows what the other can and can't do. So you live
and die by the way you write. More so now than ever before.

ASUOP Cinema
1. Did you know that ASUOP
members can see major motion
pictures each weekend in the UC
Theatre free of charge?

Robert Cox
Marty students ask me what course load is needed to
prepare them for the job market. I advise them to really look
into the future and imagine looking back at their work.
Usually students do not find out what areas they are weak in,
until they attempt to enter the job market. In actuality, courses
bear little relation to what is actually needed in the job skills.
UOP, because it is a small university, can offer students
the close professor-student relationship that is a valuable part
of the learning process. I have seen English majors grow and
change here. Due to their enhanced clarity and ability to express themselves, a greater degree of confidence emerges.

2. Are you aware that such films
as The Deep, Saturday Night
Fever, The Goodbye Girl,
Smokey and the Bandit, and A
Star is Born will be shown thi~
year?
3. Do you feel the facilities in the
UC Theatre adequately accommodate the number of students
desiring to see the movies?
4. Do you feel that 2 showings a
night on Friday, Saturday, Sunday (with a matinee on Sunday
afternoon) is a realistic schedule?
5. Are you aware that ASUOP
will spend $17,836.00 this year to
maintain this prpgram?
6. Do you feel the benefits you
receive from the ASUOP Cinema
warrant this allocation of funds?
7. Comments for improving the
service of this ASUOP program;

John Seaman, chairman

the
third floor,
·North Hall
..we're worlcmg for your

Almost all jobs requ1re strong wnting skills. An employee
must be able to take data and assimilate it into a cohesive and
easily understood form.
A student learns to focus on understanding the material
and being able to concisely sum it up for others.
Students take different amounts and kinds of English
A non-major should
courses according to their needs.
probably take service courses which are applicable to all fields
and offer basic skills. A student planning to enter graduate
school would probably do best by taking a diversity of courses
in the department to set a groundwork from which to follow.
A student wishing to pursue a career in freelance writing would
be advised to make a concentration, particularly in the writing
skills area.
We have had great success with our graduates on the job
market and seem to have good and consistant standards in the
COP Englisb Department.

Maurice McCullen

Louis Leiter

Since the decline of the Hunanities in the 60's, teaching as
a career option closes and there has been a new conservatism
evidenced in short-term grads and professional and training
schools. But Humanities students do as well or better on the
job market.
This is not seen in statistics. We teach students to write
letters, make attractive vitas, write better, more pointedly. We
give them abilities for a variety of jobs for which there are no
conveyor-belt tracks, jobs that are the result of shifting
demands in the business world. You need flexibility to move
into these.
We have a Spring Seminar on marketing yourself as an
English major, but too few people took advantage of it. We
have readings and meetings that allow internal interaction bet.
tween faculty and students. But not everything possible is being
done by either the department or the students. Our strengths
are the interest in critical thinking and writing.
We train for interviewing. And we have a very good success rate in careers and graduate school. But we need to im-·
prove the marketing self-image of an English major.

As a student I stuck to a major, but I also filled in the
massive holes in knowledge areas myself. It's impOssible to tell
exactly how an English major will help to find a job. Things
along with it give you the training. In our survey of graduates
they said the major prepared them indirectly. That the job
went to someone who could write well, not just English
majors.
And I'm talking jobs like RCA and Becktell Corporation.
The range of our courses is larger than strictly literature.
Comparative Aesthetics and Film is not offered in other
English departments and I know of one graduate who's writing
as a film critic and another as an art critic.
Our Advanced Expository Writing class has to do
publishable material for a journal. Writing and writing correctly expands sensibility, cleans up perceptions, and creates an
analytic mind.
It works with the student's personal growth in mind. It's
sad about Raymond-CaUison in this respect. I try to convey
the intan&ibles through attitude and enthusiasm, that make the
student want to pursue.

Robert Knighton
We have restructured the curriculum to facilitate a preprofessional program and meet chanaina needs. But we don't
want this to become an instrumental major. With writing and
basi-.: communication skills, we teach flexibility (bow t6 use the
major in a variety of ways), and psychological awareness.
Future employers base interest in you, not just a major.
We've a folder of information on careers. Many students
don't know that grads have 1000 employable skills. We have
an English Undergraduate Students Association. We profs
work in both a social and professional way to make students
aware. We conducted a survey of the I970-7S graduates to
discover what they have done with their majors.
Some of these students serve as consultants at our annual
Sprina Seminar. With Bill McGreaor at CP & PC they talk
with students about their education and Jetting a job. The
turnout for these programs isn't as great as most won't come in
until in the throes of senior vertigo, but even if we catch one
student, it 'II be worth it.

